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COBf, - I (Gf,NERAL PHTLOSOPHY): This course is designed to expose the students to

the general philosophy. which is explained the basic concept and problems of

philosophy.

coEE - 2 (LOqlG & scIf,NTIfIC Mf,THOD): This course provides the logical principles

to make proper argurnents. There different scientific methods are procedures are

includes in this coursei'

C0RE - 3 (SYSTEMS of' INDIAN PHILosoftI0: This course is concerned with the

different views of traditional Indian philosophical school' It is concerned with the

orthodox and heterodox school, the it 
"o.y 

of causation, liberation' law of karma'

epistemology, metaphysics, and soul theory'

CORE - 4 (SYMBO11C LOGIC): This course designe'd to provide Modern techniques

which were help to proof arguments'

CO8E - 5 (COIfIEMPOBARY NDI/IN PIULOSOPilO: This course is emphasizing on the

Modern Indian philosophical concepts. The advantages of this course are that which

provides the concept of God, man nature of world Religion, Reality' Maya and etc'

COBE - 6 (MODEBN f,,UROPE"AN PHILOSOPII0: This course introduces some basic

concept of the western Philosophy. This is emphasizing on the theory of substance'

the sources of Xnowtedge, reconciiiation between Empiricism and Rationalism' space

and time and etc.

COBE - ? (STUDY OF WESTEBN CIJIS.SIC: RENE DESICASES' Mediations on first

philosophy): This course is completely based on Rene Descartes's six mediations'

This is based on the concepts of mini and body, primary and secondary quality,

existence of God, will, intellect, theory of ideas, ctear ind distinct perceptions and etc'

COBE - I (STUOY Or. BflA.qA'VA'D GmA): This course provides the basic concepts of

Bhagavad-Gita, which is very essential part of human life and it enable students to

recognize the inner battle oriire and how to remove the foul in life.

COBE - 9 (TRADITIONAL f,THICS ^*'ND A'PPIJED ETIIIGS): The obiective of this course is

the application of ethical rules and principles which can apply for well being of the

society. tnis course Jesigned for the tn"oty of animal rights' abortion' euthanasia'

ecology,doctor-patientrelationship'businessethicsandetc'



c08E - 10 (STUDY Or MA.JOB EEIJGIONS OF THf, WOruO): This course provides the
knowledge on the history, beliefs, practices, values and functions of various religions.
analyze the complex interrelationship among religions and cultures.

COBE - f f (SOGIAL AND POIJTIC.*.L PIIILOSOPflO: This course will enhance the
knowledge of the students regarding the philosophy thought over the society and
politics. This course discusses political ldeals, iustice, liberty and equality. It also
provides the origin and development and human rights.

coEE - 12 (STUDYOF SN INDI.IN CIJTSSIC: TrIE ISA UPA.NISIIAD): This course is based
on the one of the Upanishad among the ten Upanishads. This course will help the
student to know how to give a commentary on the verses Upanishad after knowing
the Sakkara's commentary.

DSE - 1 (PflILOSOPUYOF BHA.GVA.T€ITr[.): this course provides the basic concepts of
Bhagavad Gita, which is very essential part of human life. the Bhagavad Gita is one of
India's ancient contexts derived from the epic ppem, the Mahabharata. here the
Sankara commentary is most essence and valuable.

DSE - 2 (PIIILoSOPIfy oF Bf,IIGION): Main objective of this course is to provide
philosophical themes and concepts involved in religious traditions as well as the
border philosophical task or reflecting on matters of religious sign, including in the
nature of religion itself, alternative concepts of god or ultimate reality etc.

COBE - f S (Gfi.NDIILA.N STUDY): Main obiective of this course is to analyze from
different perspective and to establish the relevance of Gandhian thoughts to solve
contemporary problems. this course provides varied thoughts about gandhian study,
which is very essential for human life.

cogf, - 14 (HlsToSY oF GEEEK PIIILOSOftIr): The objective of this course is to
provide the origin and development of the Philosophy on the Greek sphere. The Pre-
Socratic, Platonic and Aristotelian conception of epistemology, ethics, causation,
theory of ideas, theory of forms and matters and etc in Greek philosophy.

DStr - 3 (INDIfi.N ETIIICAL PHOLOSOPHO: This course provides Indian ethical value
which is necessary to maintain a discipline life in our society. moral consciousness is
an undeniable fact of human experience. the moral sensibility is something essential
for the peaceful society and the work.

DSE - 4 (DISStrRTATION): The obiective of this paper is to apply different
philosophical thoughts to analyze contemporary problems and recommend solutions
to that problem.


